Abstract-Storing and processing massive small files is one of the major challenges for the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). In order to provide fast data access, the NameNode (NN) in HDFS maintains the metadata of all files in its main-memory. Hadoop performs well with a small number of large files that require relatively little metadata in the NN's memory. But for a large number of small files, Hadoop has problems such as NN memory overload caused by the huge metadata size of these small files. We present a new type of archive file, Hadoop Perfect File (HPF), to solve HDFS's small files problem by merging small files into a large file on HDFS. Existing archive files offer limited functionality and have poor performance when accessing a file in the merged file due to the fact that during metadata lookup it is necessary to read and process the entire index file(s). In contrast, HPF file can directly access the metadata of a particular file from its index file without having to process it entirely. The HPF index system uses two hash functions: file's metadata are distributed through index files by using a dynamic hash function and, for each index file, we build an order preserving perfect hash function that preserves the position of each file's metadata in the index file. The HPF design will only read the part of the index file that contains the metadata of the searched file during its access. HPF file also supports the file appending functionality after its creation. Our experiments show that HPF can be more than 40% faster file's access from the original HDFS. If we don't consider the caching effect, HPF's file access is around 179% faster than MapFile and 11294% faster than HAR file. If we consider caching effect, HPF is around 35% faster than MapFile and 105% faster than HAR file.
INTRODUCTION
T HE main purpose of Hadoop [1] is for efficient and swift storage and processing of big data. Hadoop's File System (HDFS) [1] uses a master-slave architecture ( Figure  1 ) based on GFS [2] to store and access data. The entire HDFS is managed by a single server called the NameNode (NN) as the master, and file contents stored on DataNodes (DNs) as slaves. By default, each HDFS data block size is 128 MB but configurable according the I/O performance that each client wants. To store a big file, Hadoop splits it into many data blocks and stores them in different DNs. With Hadoop's built-in replication system, each data block is replicated on several DNs (3 by default) to avoid data loss in case of a DN failure.
HDFS is very efficient when storing and processing large data files. But for a large number of small files, HDFS faces the small file problem. Applications such as social networks, e-commerce websites, digital libraries generate a large amount of data but in the form of small files. Many of these applications use data from healthcare, meteorology, satellite images, servers log files, etc. For example, server's applications generate many log files; depending on its configuration, an application can generate a log file per hour or daily. Websites are often hosted on servers in the cloud. Regardless of the size of a website, log analysis can provide direct answers to problems encountered on websites. The log analysis can identify the SEO traffic and observe the passage of Google's robots on a website as well as information on the website errors. Log analysis is useful for performing SEO audits, to debug optimization issues, to monitor the health of a website and its natural referencing. Such data files are often small in size, from some KB to several MB, but very important for data analysis by data researchers. Currently, there is no effective DFS that works well for massive small files. Since an NN usually maintains all its metadata in memory, massive small files generate much more metadata and could result in an overload of NN's memory which greatly affects the performance. In addition to NN's memory overload, other problems caused by massive small files include:
1) Long storage time: In our experiment, it could arXiv:1903.05838v1 [cs.DC] 14 Mar 2019 take up to 11 hours to upload 400,000 files of sizes ranging from 1 KB to 10 MB. 2) Bad processing performance: A large number of small files means that MapReduce [3] has to perform a large number of reads and writes on different nodes of a cluster, thus taking much more time than reading one big file. 3) NameNode performance: If multiple clients try to access many files at the same time, this will affect NN performance and also increase its memory overhead. In this situation NN needs more time to process requests and to execute certain tasks.
To overcome the problem of small files, Hadoop provides HAR file, SequenceFile and MapFile that can be used to reduce the NN memory load by combining small files into large, merged files. The problem with such archive files is that as side effect, they deteriorate the access performance of small files inside of large files due to the fact that the metadata that were kept in the NN memory for quick access are rebuilt in index file(s) and stored as normal files on HDFS. Accessing a small file from an archive file without considering any caching effect may be done in three ways:
• In the best case, the index file is read entirely to get the small file metadata (file position in the big file, file size, etc) and then the file content can be recovered from the merged file like with MapFile.
• In another case, it is required to read entirely many index files to get the small file's metadata before recovering the file content. This is the case of HAR file which uses two index files.
• In the worst case, if the archive file is not index based, to access a small file's content can require reading the merged file from the beginning to the end until the searched file is found.
In the index-based archive files, to retrieve a file's metadata without the caching effect, it is necessary to read all index file(s) which leads to a surplus of I/Os operations and increase the file access time. For large index files their reading and processing becomes very expensive in time, and greatly affects the throughput. To prevent reading index files at every file access, the archive files solutions usually maintain their index files' data in the client memory by using caching and prefetching techniques, although the client memory may be very limited.
In this paper, we present a new design of index-based archive files called Hadoop Perfect File (HPF). The major innovation of our approach is that it provides direct and fast file's metadata access within the index file even without the use of in memory caching techniques. Instead of reading all index files and loading the metadata of all small files in memory before retrieving the metadata of the searched file, HPF can read only the part of the index file that contains the metadata of the searched file. By using an order preserving minimal perfect hash function in its index system, HPF can calculate the offset and the limit of the index file to read the metadata of a file. After the offset and limit calculation, HPF seeks in the index file at the offset position to get the file's metadata. Moreover, since seek to some random positions in a file is an operation that can take a long time when the file is very large, we avoid getting big index files by distributing the small files' metadata into several index files using an extendible hash function. Finally, in addition to providing fast access to files metadata, HPF also supports adding more files after its creation which is not the case of HAR files. And HPF does not force the client to sort the files before creating the archive file or adding files as does MapFile.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 shows the motivations of our design. Section 4 presents the design of HPF. In Section 5 we investigate some issues of our implementation. Section 6 evaluates the performance of our HPF implementation against the native HDFS, HAR file, MapFile and analyzes experimental results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we will discuss the solutions that have been proposed to deal with the problems of small files. The researches on the problem of small files in DFS leads to three types of solutions.
Specialized DFS for small files
The first is to build DFS specialized only in the processing of small files like TFS [4] used by Taobao, Haystack [5] used by Facebook, Cassandra [6] used by twitter. Faced with the problem of small files, Facebook the most used social network setup an architecture called Haystack. Facebook serves about more than a million of images per second. To ensure a very good user experience, Facebook set up Haystack architecture. In this architecture users' pictures are combined in big files and the pictures' metadata are used to build the index file; all are stored on disk. The Haystack maintains all index files data that contain information needed to find the images of Facebook users in main-memory in order to minimize the number of disk operations to one, the only one necessary for reading the file content thus allowing users to quickly load their images. The Alibaba group with their ecommerce sites Tmall, 1688, Alibaba and Taobao also has to deal with the problem of small files. Taobao, China's largest online marketplace with over 7 million vendors and 800 million products, generates about 28.6 billion photos and the average photo size is 17.45 KB [7] . To provide high availability, high reliability, high performance and to have a low-cost system, Taobao create TFS (Taobao File System) [4] a distributed file system designed for small files less than 1MB in size. TFS is based on IFLATLFS [7] a Flat Lightweight File System and is similar to GFS. Unlike other file system IFLATLFS aims is to reduce the size of metadata needed to manage files to a very small size in order to maintain them all in memory. For example, when Ext4 is used, 92.8 GB of metadata is needed to store 10 TB data with the average file size of 16 KB but with IFLATLFS 10 TB data will only need about 7.5 GB of metadata when the average file size is 16 KB [7] . To achieve such a high level of performance IFLATLFS organize its metadata in a simplest way as possible and gives up of some functionality provided by the default file systems like Hierarchical file structure and adopt a flat file structure (by assuming that all files are stored using the combined-block-storage approach).
Archive files
The second types solution is to use the available DFS and combine the small files into large files and store the large file in the DFS in order to reduce the amount of metadata needed for their storage. HDFS come by default with several types of files that can be used to merge small files that are: HAR file, SequenceFile, MapFile and Avro Datafile. HAR file is an archive file that keep the folder structure and file metadata through two index files: index and masterindex. As shown in Figure 2 the small files contents are stored in part-* files. The index file contains files name and the part file of the archive in which the file is located, and also the file position in the part file [8] . The masterindex file contain hashes and offsets. The weakness of HAR file is that they are immutable: Once created, we cannot modify its content anymore by adding or deleting files inside. HAR access performance are not very good because before to get a file we need to process two index files. The SequenceFile is proposed by Hadoop initially to solve log file problems [9] . A log file is usually a text file where each line represents a record in the case the contents of our log are not text but binary content, text files are not effective formats for binary log management. Because of that Hadoop proposes another file format called SequenceFile. In this format the data is recorded in form of key-value pair (Figure 3) where the key and the value are written in binary. Although it was not originally created to hold small files, the SequenceFile proved to be a very good container for small files. SequenceFile supports block-level and record-level compression and file append functionality. The SequenceFile well-known limitation is that when searching for a file in the sequence, it's needed to read the whole SequenceFile from the beginning to the end and compare the keys of the files in the sequence with the key of the file we are looking for until the searched file is found. In order to overcome SequenceFile limitation, Hadoop proposes a new solution which is the MapFile. A MapFile is a folder containing two SequenceFile: one data file and one index file as illustrated in Figure 3 . The MapFile allow to quickly recover files in the data SequenceFile, we firstly get from the index file which is small in size and loaded in memory, the file's information before reading it from the data file. The weakness of MapFile is that the user must order the keys in lexicographical order before appending them into the map and also the MapFile does not accept to add any kind of file after its creation, the key of the file to be added must necessarily be in the lexicographical order. Note that while a single MapFile lookup is fast, a series of arbitrary lookup probably won't be (as each lookup can involve a disk seek to fetch the target item) [10] . The Hadoop's default solutions to the problem of small files present some limitations like the bad files access performance, the difficulty or impossibility of adding files after the creation of the archive. Several researches have been carried out in order to find an optimal solution. For improving the efficiency of storing and accessing small files on HDFS in BlueSky, one of the most prevalent eLearning resource sharing systems in China, Bo Dong et al. have designed a novel approach. In their approach, firstly, all correlated small files of a PPT courseware are merged into a larger file to reduce the metadata burden on NameNode. Secondly, a two-level prefetching mechanism is introduced to improve the efficiency of accessing small files. In [11] , Tong Zheng et al. presented an approach that consists of storing the file's metadata in the HBase database after combining them into large files and using a prefetching mechanism by analyzing the access logs and putting the metadata of frequently accessed merge files in the client's memory. Kyoungsoo Bok et al. proposed a distributed caching scheme [12] to efficiently access small files in Hadoop distributed file system. ChatupornVorapongkitipun and Natawut Nupairoj propose NHAR [13] (New HAR). Their approach is to combine the files into large files and to distribute their metadata in a fixed number of index files by using a hash function. NHAR like HAR use MapReduce for their creation, but unlike HAR, NHAR supports the files appending functionality. Despite the efforts of NHAR to improve the performance of the HAR, the NHAR and the HAR still suffer from the slowness of their creations due to the fact that they need to upload all file to HDFS before creation. OMSS and TLBMapFile have been proposed to improve the performance of Mapfiles. OMSS(Optimized MapFile based Storage of Small files) [14] is proposed by Shalini Sheoran et al. and is a new algorithm which merges the small files into a large file based on the Worst fit strategy. The strategy helps in reducing internal fragmentation in data blocks, which in turn leads to fewer data blocks consumed for the same number of small files. Less number of data blocks mean fewer memory overheads at major nodes of Hadoop cluster and hence increased efficiency of data processing. TLB-MapFile is proposed in [15] and is an access optimization approach for HDFS small file based on MapFile. TLB-MapFile merges massive small files into large files by MapFile mechanism to reduce NameNode memory consumption and add fast table structure(TLB) in DataNode to improve retrieval efficiency of small files. First, according to MapFile mechanism, small files are merged into large files and stored in HDFS. Second, the access frequency and the ordered queue of small files (per unit time) can be obtained through accessing system audit logs in HDFS, and the mapping information between block and small files are stored in the TLB table with regularly being updated. Since OMSS and TLB-MapFile are based on MapFile, they require the files keys to be in a lexicographic order and therefore not optimize for random files add and accesses. Some proposed solutions are in the direction of modifying HDFS by adding hardware to speed up the processing of small files or by making HDFS automatically combine small files before storage. This is the case of Jian-feng Peng et al. who in order to improve the efficiency of storing and accessing the small files on HDFS, proposed a Small Hadoop Distributed File System (SHDFS) [16] , which is based on original HDFS. Compared to original HDFS, they add two novel modules in their proposed SHDFS: a merging module and a caching module. In their merging module, they proposed a correlated files model, which is used to find out the correlated files by userbased collaborative filtering and then merge correlated files into a single large file to reduce the total number of files. In their caching module, they use Log-linear model to dig out some hot-spot data that user frequently accesses to, and then design a special memory subsystem to cache these hot-spot data in order to speed up access to hot-spot data. Yonghua Huo and Zhihao Wang in their proposed solution use an additional hardware named SFS [17] (Small File Server) between users and HDFS to solve the small file problem. Their approach includes a file merging algorithm based on temporal continuity, an index structure to retrieve small files and a prefetching mechanism to improve the performance of file reading and writing. These approaches suffer from the fact that they modify HDFS. When the proposed solution is built on top HDFS it is easy to update when we want to use the latest version of HDFS but when the solution modifies HDFS, its maintenance and update becomes difficult and expensive for companies. Among the solutions that combine small files into large files, there are those that filter and classify small files into categories or rely on the distribution of files according to criteria to optimize their access or storage performance like LHF [18] , DQSF [19] , [20] , [21] .
Improving processing efficiency of small files
The third types of solution consist only in improving the accessing and processing efficiency of small files in the DFS or traditional file systems. Priyanka Phakade and Dr. Suhas Raut have designed a CombineFileInputFormat an improved model for processing small files [22] . Normally when processing data by MapReduce framework, a map task takes as input a split which is a block of data at a time. In the case of small files, as the file size is smaller than the size of the block, the map task receives a small amount of input data. Their approach consists in combining several small files into big splits before providing them as input to the map task. After, this approach has been improved by Chang Choi et al in [23] . They integrate the CombineFileInputFormat method and the reuse feature of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Their method reduces the number of created mappers by processing large numbers of files that are combined by a single split using CombineFileInputFormat. When running MapReduce, a JVM is created for each map task, to improve MapReduce processing performance, their method reduces JVM creation time by reusing a single JVM to run multiple mappers. The work of Priyanka Phakade et al. and Chang Choi et al leads to improving the processing of small files by MapReduce but completely ignores NN memory overflow caused by the small files metadata. The traditional Unix file system (ext2, ext3, ext4) uses the inode data structure to store file and folder information. Whenever it is needed to access a file on Unix, the file's inode information are read first. Inode contain information like: file type (regular file, directory.), file's Permissions: (read, write, execute), link count, user ID (the owner), group ID, size of file, time stamps (access time, modification time. . . ), Attributes: (immutable. . . ), access control list, Link to location of file. . . Inode contain too much information that are useless in some situations and reading these large amounts of information significantly slows down the files access. [24] [25] modify the inode by purging it of useless information or modify the structure of the inode in order to minimize the IOs of its reading and writing. [24] use stuffed inode for small files that embeds the data blocks of small files in the inodes'metadata, in a version of HDFS with distributed metadata called HopsFS, [26] and [25] have modified both in-memory and on-disk inode structure of the existing filesystem and were able to dramatically reduce the number of storage and access I/O operations.
In our above discussion, we presented three types of solutions against the problem of small files each of which has proved to be imperfect. DFS specialize in small files processing does not work very well or does not support large files, the solutions that consist in combining small files into large files effectively reduce the memory load of the NN but they deteriorate heavily the files access performance because they require an overhead of IO operations to get metadata and solutions that only improve the performance of small file processing in DFS bring no solution to the overflow of NN memory. Our work aims are to put in place an optimal solution which reduces the load on the NN memory and also offers good access performances. It is for this purpose that we have developed Hadoop Perfect File which doesn't require any modification of HDFS and is built on top of it. This makes HDFS supports efficiently small files as well as large files.
MOTIVATION FOR HPF DESIGN
File access in HDFS and archive files is done in two steps. The first set consists in to get the file's metadata and the second step consist in to restore the contents of the file. In HDFS files metadata are kept in memory of the NN whereas the archive files maintain their metadata in the index files. HDFS provides a High access efficiency to DNs data by keeping their metadata in NN's main-memory. Each folder, file, and block generate metadata; in general, the metadata of a file consumes about 250 bytes of main memory. For each block with default 3 replicas, its metadata can consume about 368 bytes. With 24 million files in HDFS, NameNode will require 16 GB of main memory for storing metadata [27] . For each file, the NN keeps information about the file and information about each block of the file.
Normal file access from HDFS
For a file stored directly in HDFS, read the contents of this file, this file is done as follows [7] : 
It needs 4 network operations (T 1 , T 3 , T 4 , T 6 ), 1 disk operation(T 5 ) and 1 in memory operation(T 2 ). In total, 6 operations are required and The total time needed for reading a file is calculated by using Equation 1 .
depend on the quality of the network, T 2 is negligible since the metadata are located in main-memory of the NN their lookup is very fast. T 4 takes longer because the file is stored on the hard drive, reading it requires lots of I/Os operations and is very slow compare to reading from memory. To summarize, reading a file from HDFS is done in two steps. Firstly, we get the file information from the NN, then once its information is acquired, the client can finally read the content of the file from the DNs. Getting a file information from the NN is a very fast operation since the NN keeps the metadata in memory unlike the reading of the file content form the DN where the file's content is written in disc.
File access from Archive file without caching
Index-based archive files merge small files and build one or many of index files to store their metadata. In order to get the content of a small file in the big merged file, we must firstly read the file's metadata from these index files. For example, with the MapFile which consists of two files (data, index), a client must read the metadata of the small file he is looking for from the index file before reading the content of the file from the data file. In the first step, read the index file will require 6 operations as discussed in subsection 3.1 and in the second step, recovering the file's content will also require 6 operations. A total of 12 operations including 8 network operations and 2 disk operations are require to access a file in MapFile. The performance degrades quickly the more index file levels the archive file has. The HAR file offers bad access performance because it uses two levels of index file. The client must process the masterindex file and after the index file before access the part file to read the content of a file. It is obvious that to improve the access performance of small files we have to minimize the number of disk operation to one, the only one needed to read the file content. That's why some archives files maintain their index files data in memory.
File access from archive file with caching
In order to improve the file access performance within the archive files by avoiding the additional I/Os operations generate by index files, most of the archive files systems prefer maintain their index files information in memory. When a client accesses a file from an HAR file for the first time, HAR file system will check if the HAR file's metadata is loaded in the client memory, if not, HAR file system will read the masterindex and index files and maintains their content in client's memory. During the next access HAR file system will not read the index files again and will get the file's metadata from the client memory, by default, HAR file system prefetch using the LRU [28] algorithm the metadata of 10 HAR files in client's memory. MapFile also maintains its metadata in client memory to improve its access performance, when a client firstly accesses a file in a MapFile, the MapFile loads its index file content into the client's memory. Keeping the metadata in the client memory poses no problem when the client has enough, but this can become a problem when the memory of the client is limited and that client have to access lot of archive files at the same time.
HAR file and MapFile seem to move NN's memory burden to client's memory to optimize their access performance, our solution does not need to maintain files metadata in client's memory, we operate on DataNodes memory by using the Centralized Cache Management system of HDFS [29] . Our approach unloads the load generated by small files metadata in NN's memory and uses less of the client memory which makes it very convenient for the client with a low memory capacity.
HADOOP PERFECT FILE
The HPF is an index-based archive file built with the goal of allowing fast and direct file's metadata in disc access within its index files and also to support random file appending functionality. The most important contribution of HPF is that its index system makes the file's metadata lookup time within index files almost negligible thus greatly increases the processing and accessing performance of small files. In reality, an HPF file is a folder that contain index files (index-0, index-1, etc.) some part files (part-0, part-1, part-2, etc.) and a names file like the example in Figure 4 . The creation process of HPF file is illustrated in Figure 5 and can be resumed in 2 steps: (1) Merging small files into large files, (2) Using these files' metadata for Building our index files. With the first step which consists of combining small files in larger ones, we improve the NN's performance by reducing its memory burden. With the second step, we build our index files that will contain the information we need in order to restore small files content from merged files. HPF index system uses two hash functions. The first one is the extensible hash functions and is used to decide in which index file to write/read a file's metadata. The second one is an order preserving minimal perfect hash function and is used to decide at which position of the index file to write/read a file's metadata. 
Files merge strategy
HPF file is essentially made up of two types of files, the part-* files that contain the contents of the small files and the index-* files containing the small files metadata. The names file is just a file that contains the names of small files in the part files, this file is only used to offer to the client the possibility to list the names of all small files present in the HPF file. HPF does not let the client sort files as it is the case with the MapFile, and we do not also need to upload all small files to HDFS like in HAR where the client must necessarily upload all the files to HDFS before creating the HAR file. During HPF file creation process, we firstly create on HDFS one data part file named part-0, a temporary index file named temporaryIndex(used for recovery in case of failures) and the names file. After these three files creation, for each small file, the binary content of the file is loaded into the client memory which is easier and faster when the file is at client side than on HDFS. If the file is on HDFS, it would be necessary to download the file to the client side before loading its content in client memory and would take more time. Once the small file binary content is in client memory, if the compression is enabled, we compress the content and then append the compressed binary data to the data part file, if not, we directly append the binary content of the file to the data part file. When the appending finishes, we retrieve the file's metadata that we insert into our index system. The data part files containing the contents of the small files are numbered like part-0, part-1, part-2, ... When created, the HPF file has only one file part: part-0. Every time a file's content is appended to a part-(i) file, we check the size of the part-(i) file to see if it is greater than or equal to the maximum size defined for each part files, if it is the case, we create a new part file with the name part-(i + 1) to replace it, we do this so on. The file size is a numeric value and is returned by HDFS in a long type object representing the size in byte of the file. In Java, the long type is encoded on 8bytes. When the size of a file is too big and cannot fit on 8bytes, HDFS returns an erroneous negative size value that is why it is necessary to limit the size of the of our part files.
Index system strategy
The HAR saves the folders and files hierarchical structure in the archive and uses two index file levels which deteriorates its performance during files access. HPF avoid that, it only uses one index level and give up from the folder and files hierarchical structure by storing our file files in a kind of flat way. When creating the HPF file, we adopt the same approach as other solutions, which consists in combining small files into large part-* files and to easily restore the content of the files from our part-* files, each time when a file is appended with a part file, we retrieve its metadata made of the fields presented in Figure 6 that we insert into the corresponding bucket using an extensible hash function. • File Name hash: This is a unique integer that is generated by submitting the small file name to a hash function. This hash value is unique for each file and identifies a small file inside the archive file.
• Data part file position: This value is also an integer that represents the position of the part file that contains the small file. For example, the file part-0 is at position 0.
• Offset: Is the actual offset from where to read the small file from the part file.
• Size: This is the size of the small file.
Our index file's record or file's metadata is constructed to contain strictly necessary information needed to access a file in the archive and to have a fixed size for all small files, as shown in Table 1 the metadata of each small takes 24bytes in the index file. To have this fixed size each field is represented by using primitive types: long (8 bytes), int (4 bytes). The files name doesn't have a fixed number of characters and the memory space it occupies depends on the number of characters that compose it, to make sure that we have a fixed metadata size, we have replaced the name with it hash value which is an integer of fixed size. For any other field whose By knowing the start offset and the end offset of the index file where a file's metadata is located, it is not needed to read the entire index file before retrieving the file's metadata. In the index file, we can just position the reader at the start offset and read from there to the end offset. In a file, the operation that allows moving to the reader to the desired offset is the seek operation. This operation is usually expensive when it occurs between different blocks of the same file. To avoid the degradation of the seek operation, we limit the size of our index files so that they fit on only one HDFS block. The maximum number of metadatas that an index file can support is given by Equation 2. If the block size of the index file is 128MB and a file's metadata occupies 24bytes, for the index file the maximum number of files metadata would be 128 * 1024 * 1024/24 = 5 592 405.
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To limit the size of HPF's index files the extensible hash function is used to dynamically distribute files metadata into multiple buckets represented by the index files on HDFS. The extendible hashing has been specially selected because of its capability of splitting directly the overflowed bucket. The construction of our index system is done in two phases. The first phase is performed simultaneously with the process of merging small files contents to large files. This phase consists of building buckets in the client memory by using extensible hash table mechanism. In this phase, every time a file is appended to a part file, we append the file metadata to the temporaryIndex file, the file name to the names file and after we insert this metadata into the corresponding bucket using the extensible hash function. In the second phase, for each bucket, we sort its records, construct an order preserving minimal perfect hash function, and write each bucket records in its corresponding index file. If a bucket is emptied by deletion, entries using it is changed to refer to an adjoining bucket, and the table may be halved. The number of last few bits that the EHF consider from a key to determine in which bucket to insert that key is called the global depth. We will not discuss in detail about the EHT in this paper because it will require several pages but it is very easy to get it with concrete examples [33] . When a new bucket is created, for this bucket a new index file is created and associated with the bucket. To decide in which bucket to insert the metadata of a small file, the EHF looks at the last global depth bits of the hash value of the file name and consider the bucket pointed by its directory at the corresponding position. This is illustrated by the example of Figure 7 . We serialize and store the EHF as an extended attribute [34] of HPF file. During HPF file creation, only one bucket is created and when the bucket reaches its maximum capacity another is created by calling the split operation.
Insert metadata in a bucket

Figure 7: Example of inserting a file information into a bucket
The split operation is an EHT operation that is used to dynamically increase the number of buckets while providing direct access to the index file bucket that interests us during lookup. Each bucket has a maximum capacity, i.e. a maximum number of metadata that it can contain. After several insertions a bucket may reach its maximum capacity, in this case, we will split this bucket. The bucket split process shown in Figure 8 is an EHF operation and is composed of two steps; the first is to create a new bucket, create and associate to this new bucket a new index file and the second is to recalculate the positions of all record present in the bucket having reached its maximum capacity and move those whose position has changed into the new bucket, this operation is called redistribution.
After merging all small files contents with the part files, distributing their metadata into buckets and appending these metadata to the temporaryIndex file, we continue with the last step of the HPF file creation which consist in building the order preserving minimal perfect hash functions Figure 8 : Index file bucket split (OPMPHF) for each bucket. The role of this function is to return the position of a file's metadata from the index file when it is submitted to a file name hash value. We will discuss this function in subsection 4.2.2.
Bucket monotone minimal perfect hash functions
A perfect hash function maps a static set of n keys into a set of m integer numbers without collisions, where m is greater than or equal to n. If m is equal to n, the function is called minimal perfect hash function (MPHF) [35] and is a bijection. As MPHF Algorithm we can mention CHD Algorithm [36] , BDZ Algorithm [37] , BMZ Algorithm [38] , BRZ Algorithm [38] , CHM Algorithm [39] , FCH Algorithm [40] ,etc. The interesting side of the MPHF is that there is another variant named order preserving MPHF(OPMPHF) [41] which when you submit to it the keys in a certain order returns for each key the exact order in which the key was provided as illustrated in Figure 9 . According to CMPH [42] , a perfect hash function is order preserving if the keys are arranged in some given order and preserve this order in the hash table. In the case of monotone minimal perfect function (MMPHF) [43] that we use in our system, the bijection is required to preserve the lexicographical ordering of the keys. Figure 9 : OPMHF Each file's metadata in the index file has a fixed size of 24 bytes. If we can know in which position a file's metadata was inserted into the index file, we could calculate its offset in the index file using equation 3. And after, we will just have to seek at this offset and to read the metadata without having to process the entire index file. This is where MMPHF will be useful, this hash function will help us to memorize the position in which a file's metadata was added in the index file. As said above, the MMPHF needs the keys to be ordered in lexicographic order. To do this, at the end of the files merging process and the index files buckets creation process, we sort the all metadata of each bucket according to file name hash value in lexicographic order. After sorting all buckets, for each bucket, we collect all file name hash values representing the keys of the hash function, and we build the monotone minimal perfect function (MMPHF) for each bucket. In the next step, for each bucket and in its corresponding index files we write the MMPHF at the metadata part of the index file and after we write the bucket records taking care to maintain the lexicographical ordering. When the contents of all the buckets are written, we delete the temporaryIndex file, which marks the end of the HPF file creation. The creation process is described by Algorithm 1. The entire process is illustrated by Figure 10 and Figure  11 show how each of our index files looks like. MMPHF does not consume a lot of memory, this function is calculated from the keys. In our case the keys are the hash code values of the file name, it is interesting to note the MM-PHF algorithms do not need to keep all the key in memory. The majority of minimal perfect hash function requires less than 3 bits per key for their building. According to [43] , for a set S of n elements out of a universe of 2 w elements, O(nloglogw) bits are sufficient to hash monotonically with evaluation time O(logw). We can get space O(nlogw) bits with O(1) query time, this means it is possible to search a sorted table with O(1) accesses to the table.
File Access & Append
The example of Figure 12 illustrates the 4 steps of the file's access in HPF:
(1) Firstly, we derive from the file name provided by the client the corresponding hash value.
(2) Secondly, EHF is used on the hash value to calculate the bucket position that also corresponds to the index file that contains the file's metadata position, if EHF return i it means the file metadata can be found in the index file index-i.
(3) Thirdly, we use the bucket MMPHF to calculate the position of the file's metadata in the index file. As shown in Table 1 each file's metadata occupies 24Bytes in the index file, knowing metadata's position within the index file, we can calculate the exact offset of the file's metadata in the Algorithm 1: HPF Creation Algorithm 1 f iles = A set of small files; 2 buckets = EHF buckets; 3 Create the data part and the temporaryIndex file; 4 Create one bucket and add it to buckets; / * Files merging * / 5 for f in f iles do 6 Merge f with part file;
7
Get f metadata;
8
Append the metadata to the temporaryIndex file;
9
Append the f name to the names file; 10 bucket = Get from buckets using EHF;
11
Add f metadata bucket;
12
if bucket is full then 13 newBucket = Create new bucket and it index file;
14
Redistribute data to newBucket using EHF;
15
Add the newBucket to buckets; As we can notice to retrieve the metadata of a file, it is necessary to use two hash function functions. The first one is the Extensible Hash Function, it helps to know in which index file is located a file's metadata in O(1) query time complexity. The second is the Monotone Minimal Perfect Hash Function, it helps to know in which offset of the index file a file's metadata is located in O(1) query time complexity.
In HPF, the file to be added is appended to the last created part file directly. The process of adding files to the HPF is almost identical to the creation process shown in Figure 5 . Whenever the user wants to add more files, we operate as like in Figure 13 :
(1) We retrieve the last created part file, if it reaches its maximum size, we create a new one. We recreate in HDFS the temporaryIndex file. We append the small files to the part file, append their names to the names files and metadata to the temporaryIndex file (2) We distribute the files' metadata into buckets using the EHF used during the creation.
(3,4,5) The only difference from the creation process is before building the MMPHF, we have to reload into the buckets that have new records the content of their associated index file. For each of these buckets we sort, build again their MMPHF and overwrite the contents of their index file. After having finished, we always don't forget to delete the temporaryIndex file. HPF doesn't force the user to sort and provide the files in a lexicographic order during its file creation or file appending as does the MapFile. That's why we have to rebuild and reorder the concerned index files whenever the user adds more files.
File access performance analysis
Let's call by T Access metadata the time needed to retrieve a file's metadata from the index file(s) of an archive file and T Access content , the time needed to restore the content of the file from the merged file. The access time of a file (T Access ) from the archive file is calculated by using Equation 4.
T Access = T Access metadata + T Access content (4) If T Access/HAR , T Access/M apF ile and T Access/HP F are respectively the file's access times in the HAR file, MapFile, and HPF files, we will have:
T Access/HAR = T Access metadata/HAR +T Access content/HAR
T Access/M apF ile = T Access metadata/M apF ile +T Access content/M apF ile (6)
T Access/HP F = T Access metadata/HP F +T Access content/HP F
Metadata access from the HAR file and the Map file require to read and process entirely all the index file(s) and since the HAR file's index files are bigger and hold more information than MapFile's index file, the metadata access from MapFile is faster than the metadata access from HAR file: T Acess metadata/M apF ile < T Acess metadata/HAR . Metadata access from HPF index file(s) is direct and does not require reading and processing the entire index file. That's why the HPF file metadata access time is totally negligible compared to metadata access time in HAR file and MapFile as expressed by the following expression:
T Access metadata/HP F <<< T Access metadata/M apF ile < T Access metadata/HAR (8)
T Access content , the time needed to restore a file's content from the merged file can be different when the file is accessed from HAR file, MapFile or HPF files. This time is influenced by several factors like: the cost of the seek operation, the use or not of compression algorithm to reduce the file size. If we assume that for the same file: T Acess content/HP F = T Acess content/HAR = T Acess content/M apF ile , according to equation 8,
Equation 9 theoretically proves that file's access in HPF file is faster than access to files in HAR and MapFile. This is also confirmed by our experiments presented in section 6.
IMPLEMENTATION OPTIMIZATIONS
Recovery on failure
Building the index system at the client side after merging all files is not without risk, there are some advantages and some drawbacks in doing so. As advantages: we are moving some of the processing out of the cluster, the creation of the HPF file is faster because it avoids the massive network communications that could take place between the client and the servers of the cluster. As drawback, the client is not reliable and can crash at any moment. This can interrupt the creation process or the files appending process of HPF. During the files merging step, these files metadata are kept in buckets in the client memory and if the client crashes during the step, these files metadata will be lost and it will be impossible to restore the files appended to part files. We have implemented a recovery on failure mechanism that allows us to avoid the metadata lost in case of client failure. You have probably noticed that each process of creation or adding files to the HPF file, we create a temporary index file (temporaryIndex). Whenever a file content is combined with the part file, we append the file's metadata with the temporaryIndex file before continuing the process. If the process finished without any problem, we delete the temporary index file, if a failure occurs at the client side during the process, this file is not deleted and contains all small files metadata that was combined with the part files. So, the next time the client accesses the HPF file, we check if the archive contains the temporaryIndex file, if yes this means that a failure happened, so we rebuild our index files, delete this temporaryIndex file before giving access to the archive file.
The construction of our index system can be moved to the side of the NN in order to benefit from its High availability. Once this option is indicated in the configuration files, when creating the HPF file or appending small files, at the first step which is the merging step, we append the files contents to the part files, their names to the names files and the files metadata to the temporaryIndex file only. After this first step, the client sends a request to the NN, the NN starts from the files' metadata present in the temporaryIndex file to build our index system by creating the buckets in its memory, building MMPHF and writing the index files to HDFS. This high availability of the NN will help to face the problems that could happen in the case of client failure, but this time it is the resources (memory, processor) of the NN that will be used.
Improving IOs Performance
Write performance
First, let's talk about how data is written in HDFS. To create a file or append data to a file on HDFS, the client interacts with the NN, the NN will provide to the client the addresses of the DNs on which the client starts writing the data. By default, HDFS performs three replicas for every data block on three different nodes; the client writes data on the first DN, the first DN writes on the second DN and the second DN writes on the third as shown in Figure 14 , once the replicas created an acknowledgment is sent to the client before the client continues writing more data. Replication is done in series from one DN to another as can be seen in [44] not in parallel. During the data blocks writing to the DN storage space, blocks are written as normal files on the disk. Figure 14 : HDFS block Writing&Replication process [44] We have to notice that transferring data across the network and writing blocks on disk take a lot of time. For the data transfer, the problem can be the connection between the client and the first DN because it is often an external connection to the cluster and there is no guarantee on its performance. This external connection can be slower than the internal connection of the cluster (between the DNs and the NN) which often is more stable, reliable and high throughput. For slow disk writing, this is due to the fact that the majority of Hard Drives are mechanical. To make the creation of HPF files faster, we used another data writing mode or Storage Policy proposed by Hadoop called the Lazy Persist write [45] . In the Lazy Persist, data are written in each DN in an off-heap memory (See Figure 15 ) located in the RAM. Writing in the off-heap memory is faster than writing on hard drive, it saves the client from waiting for the data to be written to the disk. According to [45] The DataN- Figure 15 : Lazy Persist Writes [45] odes will flush in-memory data to disk asynchronously thus removing expensive disk IO and checksum computations from the performance-sensitive IO path. HDFS provides best-effort persistence guarantees for Lazy Persist Writes. Rare data loss is possible in the event of a node restart before replicas are persisted to disk.
We used LazyPersist storage policy in our approach to write the data in part files and speed up the creation process of our file. The limit of LazyPersist is that in version 2.9.1 of Hadoop that we used to perform our experiments, files created with the LazyPersist storage policy do not support the data-append functionality. In order to maintain the HPF file appending functionality after its creation, after creating the HPF file, we reset the storage policy of all our part files to the default mode. Our experiments show that the Lazy Persist Writing makes HPF file creation extremely faster compared to HAR file creation and MapFile creation.
Read performances
Even if HPF file can know from which offset of the index file to where read a file metadata, this still requires some IO operations. To completely eliminate the disc IOs operation during the metadata reading in the index files, and to increase the reading performance of the metadata within our index files, we use the Centralized Cache Management of HDFS. According to [29] , the Centralized cache management in HDFS is an explicit caching mechanism that allows users to specify paths to be cached by HDFS. The NameNode will communicate with DataNodes that have the desired blocks on disk, and instruct them to cache the blocks in the off-heap caches. This caching system allows us to tell the DN to maintain our index files in the off-heap memory not on the disk. By doing so, we avoid the IO operation during metadata lookups and improve the time needed to restore the content of files without having to load the content of all the index files in client memory as MapFile or HAR file.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To compare the performance of our solution against existing solutions, we have implemented an open source prototype available on GitHub 1 . We performed some experiments and compared HPF performance against the HAR file, the MapFile and also to native HDFS. We took into account criteria such as: access time,creation time, memory usage of NameNode.
Experiment Environment
Our experimental test platform is built on a cluster of 6 nodes. The node that acts as NameNode is a server of two CPU cores of 2.13GHz each, 8GB for RAM and 500GB Hard Disk. The other 5 nodes, act as DataNodes are also server's of two CPU cores of 2.13GHz each, 8GB for RAM and 500GB Hard Disk. For all nodes, the operating system is Ubuntu GNU/Linux 4.10.0-28-generic x86 64. The client is a Lenovo ThinkPad E560 Laptop, is running on Microsoft Windows 10 Pro operating system and has 16GB of RAM,1TB of disk, Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6500U CPU @ 2.50GHz, 2601 Mhz, 2 Core(s), 4 Logical Processor(s). Hadoop version is 2.9.1 and JDK version is jdk1.8.0 102. The number of replicas is set to 3 and HDFS block size is let to it default value 128 MB during the tests. For the test purpose we use logs' text files from different servers. We use multiple files sets containing 100000, 200000, 300000 and 400000 files, the total size are respectively 1.44 GB, 2.37 GB, 3.30 GB and 4.23 GB. File sizes range from 1 KB to 10 MB.
Experiments
The first category of tests aims to evaluate the small files access performance in these archive files and also their performance when they are accessed directly from HDFS. The second category of tests aims to evaluate the performances related to the creation of HAR file, MapFile and HPF file like: the creation time cost, the DataNodes disk space usage, the NameNode memory usage. In our experiments, we set the maximum capacity of HPF index file's bucket to 200000 records. We increase our part files block size to 512MB to make each block contain more files. This mechanism allows the HPF to efficiently manage a very large number of files by generating little amount of metadata in NN's memory. We run all our experiments several times, 5 times for each experiment, and we took as final result for each test the optimal result value among the 5. With this technique, we eliminate errors that may be due to the network congestion or other errors.
The access performance of small files
We evaluate the access performance of small files by randomly accessing 100 files from HDFS and in HPF file, MapFile, HAR file. As mentioned in subsection 3.3, the MapFile and HAR file cache in the client's memory all the metadata of their files during the first access in order to improve access performance. To see the real performances of HAR and MapFile compared to HPF file, we firstly evaluated the access performance without caching effect and after the access performance with caching effect.
The access performance without caching effect
To disable the caching effect of HAR file and MapFile, we create a new access object at each file's access. Figure 16 .
(a) (b) Figure 16 : The access performance without caching
As shown in Figure 16a , the performance of the HAR without the use of caching is really bad and evolves linearly when the dataset contains more files. In Figure 16b , we clearly can see the performances of the other techniques. HPF is faster than the original HDFS, MapFile and HAR. By analyzing the data in Table 2 and taking the average percentage of each technique , it can be seen that HPF can significantly outperform other file systems. The small files access in HPF can be more than 40% faster than the access in the original HDFS, 179% faster than the access in MapFile and 11294% faster than the access in HAR file without considering the caching effect. These performances of HPF are due to the facts that:
• To get file metadata without the caching effect, at every file access MapFile and HAR file read and process their whole index file(s) so need more time to get the metadata which is not the case of the HPF file.
• MapFile needs two level of decompression which makes it slower compare to HPF where only one level of decompression is required
• HDFS keeps its metadata in memory of NN and HPF keeps its index files in memory of DNs using Hadoop centralized cache management system • In the case where the file is stored directly on HDFS, the communication between the client and the NN in order to get the file metadata is done by using the RPC(Remote Procedure Call) protocol. This protocol is built on top of the Sockets protocol and is slower than Sockets. In the case of HPF files communication is done between the client and the DN in order to get the file metadata by using sockets which are faster than RPC calls. To read and write files on HDFS, Hadoop uses sockets, HPF just perform a file read operation on a portion of the index file to read file's metadata.
The access performance with caching effect
We rerun the experiments taking into account the caching effect, and we collected the access times of each technique and dataset in Table 3 . The access performance comparison is illustrated in Figure 17 . In this experiment, since only HAR and MapFile cache their metadata in client memory, we notice a big difference in their performances which are greatly improved. Despite this improvement HPF still the fastest, MapFile comes in second position and is slightly faster than the access from the original HDFS due to the fact that to access from HDFS still need to make two requests (one to get the file metadata and one for the content of the file) while in the case of MapFile, all metadata are loaded in memory of the client. Figure 17 results show us that HPF is faster than MapFile in term of random access. This is because MapFile is optimized to access files in the lexicographical order in which the files were added, not randomly. Table 3 data shows that HPF still can significantly outperform other file systems. The small file's access in HPF can be more than 48% faster than the access in the original HDFS, 35% faster than the access in MapFile and 105% faster than the access in HAR file if we consider the caching effect.
Archive file's creation efficiency
We have evaluated the time spent in creating HAR file, MapFile and HPF file for each dataset and the results are shown in Figure 18 . It can be seen in Figure 18b that HPF have the fastest creation time for each dataset and is followed by the MapFile. For Figure 18a it can be seen that HAR is the slowest and takes a lot of time compare to other solutions. We notice that the creation time of the MapFile and HPF seems completely negligible compared to the time needed to create the HAR file, this is due to many factors. HAR uses MapReduce and handles small files in parallel during the creation of the HAR file. It is not the case with MapFile and HPF file where files are processed one by one. Despite this advantage that the HAR has, HPF and MapFile creation are faster because they do not need to upload all small files to HDFS before creating them. For the HAR, we had to upload the dataset to HDFS and then launch MapReduce Job to create HAR file. We calculate the With the MapFile and HPF file the data is compressed at the client side before being sent through the network. This allows them to reduce the amount of data to be sent across the network and the amount of data to be written to the DNs's storage space. MapFile and HPF file have a better use of the bandwidth compare with the HAR which can lead easily to a network congestion. The third reason for the slowness of the HAR is due to it MapReduce job. The HAR MapReduce job takes too much time to prepare its map tasks splits because it needs to get each file metadata from NameNode, which takes a lot of time with a large number of files.
The results of Figure 18b shows that our approach is slightly faster than MapFile, the reason can be because of the use of the LazyPersist writes and also because in our prototype of HPF file, the compression is applied only to each file (at record level) while MapFile takes more time by doing the compression at the record level and at block level. We use in our prototype the LZ4 [46] compression algorithm. LZ4 is extremely fast and able to achieve a compression rate higher than 500 MB/s per core and a decompression rate of multiple GB/s per core.
NameNode's Memory usage
We have evaluated the NameNode memory used by each dataset metadata when it is directly stored in HDFS and when it is stored using the HAR, MapFile and HPF systems. The results are shown in Figure 19 . Figure 19a shows that HAR, MapFile, and HPF file are more efficient for storing small files than HDFS. They consume less memory in the NameNode than the native HDFS. From Figure 19b we can see that HAR file and the HPF file use slightly less metadata than MapFile because MapFile use the default HDFS block size (128MB) while the HAR files and our approach uses larger block of 512 MB. This make HAR files and HPF files using fewer blocks for the same dataset than MapFile. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
HDFS has only been thought and built to provide maximum performance with large files. Implementing an archive based solution to deal with the small file problem in a DFS requires taking into account the memory overflow of the NN and providing fast access to small files within the archive file. The previous work mainly focused on building archive systems where they merge small files into large files and use these small files metadata to build index files before storing on HDFS. This approach effectively reduces the metadata load in NN's memory but leads to weak file-access performance. In this paper, we have presented a new type of index-based archive file called HPF optimize to provide fast access to data from HDFS and support the appending of more files after the creation of HPF file. To ensure the seek operation efficient performance, HPF uses an extensible hash function to distribute its metadata in several index files before building MMPHF for each index file. HPF access file's metadata in a different way, the metadata of each file in HPF has a fixed size (24Bytes in our prototype) with it monotone minimal perfect hash 1) We will study the memory size consumed by our two hash functions information (EHF and MMPHF) in client's memory. 2) We will study the possibility of implementing compression at the block level as with MapFile. 3) We will study the possibility of implementing files deletion functionality.
